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FLOW OF' SECOND-ORDER. FLUIDS BETWEEN

ECCENTTTIC CYLINDER.S

M. S. SAROA amil RITA CHOUDX{URY

Dibrugarh University
Dibrugarh

Rheometric ffow system which makes use of the steady flow of an

incompressible second order fluid between two ecceutric cylinder rotating
with the same angular velocity about their respective axes has been

considered. Relation between the forces on inner cylincler and the

material coefficients has been cbtaired.

1. Introduction

N4any methoels have been devised to determine the material co-
efficients of fluid models. h4axwe11 Orthogonal Rheometer and Kepes
Balance Rheometer are such instruments rvhere certain force ,or couple
measurements could be immediately converted into relevant material
ccefficient data. Wood (1957) and Kamal (1966) have considered
rheometric systems for viscous fluids where inner cylinder of two
eccentric cylinders is rotating and the outer one is stationary. Walter
(1970), Abbott and Walter (1970, 1970) have considered such rheometric
systems for Walter's liquid. Here we consider rheometric system which
makes use of the steady flow of air incornpressible second-order fluid
between two eceentlic cylinders which rotate about their respective axes

with the same anguiar velocity, and relate the material coefficients to
the forces on the inner cylinder"

The constitutive equation of an incompressible second-order fluid
as proposed iry Coleman and Noll (1960) is
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where u6 and ai are the cornponents of velocity and acceleration respec-

tively and r;y is the stress tensor. p is an indeterminate pressure and

/1t, 11 z, tta are material coefficients,

2. Basic Theory

The steady flriw cf an incompressible second-order fluid between
two eccentric cylinders of radii R, and fi: (ffr<Rr) which rotate about
their respective axes with the same angular velocity o wili be considered,
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All physical quantities will be referred to cylinclrical polar coordinates

( r, 0, z ), the z-axis being along tire axis of the inner: cylitder. The

distance between the axes of tlie cylinCers will be denoted by a, In
most of what follorvs we shall ivork to first order in a.

I{ u, v, 3nC tr are the velccit;" complnents in t, 0 anci z '-lirections,
respectively, tlte relevelit bor-inclarl" col'iilit;ilns to ci'der rr are

u:0, l:0R1, x:0 (OAr) r:Rr I fZt
71:!!a Cos 0, 1':JlRe, rr':0 (OlV) r:R] * ct sin 0)

These corrditions suggest a velocity distlibr-rtion oi the form

tt:goP-{x\ei0, r:,l|-rR, *ra .rF 'ei01. ,, :0 (3)

lvhere x:r llli and 3 dash d.eitrie s cl .t ,ir. The 'relrns ol' order a2 haye
been neglrctecl in cbtaining .: ,. The fori:r 3) satisfies tlie equation of
continuity idsnticalll . \i'riting the pies:liie distribr-lticn p in the form

- l.t: io i0'lp(x, 0 :pR;o: La+;, ,'',(r)e- I , constatrt (4)

the equations of nct,on ior ari inco;irpressible si'cond-order ftuid take
the form

.f-.r-F -r ,', +-i i+r,+.rr '\.r" ..r \ /
rvhere p is the densin cl flni,--i a',li

roi)fi;
P t+iP "s

F-(x) and pr(x) may be complex and the real part will be implied
throughou-t. Eliminating p, (x) betq'een (5) and (6), li,e obtail the
equation for l,' as

(r3 -4D+{'xzD,\F: K (8)

where K is a constant to be cletermined orOn:rjl. This eqLration has
(r,\

to be solvecl subject to the conditions

F(1):0, F'{l):$, F()'): i, F'('?):0 (9)

where 2:(R,*a sin 0)lR'.
The equation (8) and the boundary conditions (9) are similar to

those obiained by Abbott and Walter (i9i0) for the corresponding flow
problem for Walter's liquid. In equation (8) above <2 involves material

F-l-t'-,, I /r",j rr\, r -.1.. -,,,--.- \, a.r' I (5)

(6)

(7)
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coemcients defining an incompressible second-order fluid and is of
interest to express these coe{hcients in terms of measurable forces on

the inner cylinder.

The solution of the equation (8) can be written in terms of Bessel

functions but is likely to be too complicated to be useful for interpreting

experimental results. However, in most cases the inertial effects are

small and we write the solution of (8) by expanding F as a powers

series in <2 in the form.

F:Fo*{rFr*..., K:Ko*<rKr*..., (10)

The conditions (9) become

F"(l):0' F'3'(1):0' Fo('1):1' (11)

Frn*r()):O' F' 2n())-0 (n:0' l'2'"')'
substituting (10) in (8) and equating the coefficients of like powers

of o(e, we get a system of equations for Fzn and K2n. For z:0 and

1, there are given as

r o : fil{x' - 1 ) ( 1 + # ) - Q2 + r) tnx'z 1, .r, : ?-*lt + t'' ),

p, : Ax, * B*, 
-41 n* + C + J,-pr, lnx + (t I l,)xz lnx -

x,: fiznz)e(^2 
+r)1n1. -(12 - lXr'' + lot'z + 1) l

the o:0 and

lr- ]
(12)

where

M :2()z 1 l)! n7 - 2()''z - l)

e : q{Affil 1 + s,i 6- - Y'2 (t + Lz)(r +21' lni)

a:ffil('l'z+l)(i'9-l)'2
+ 212 (trz - l)tn| - 67' (tr' * 1 )(/n,1)'P l

r: I t1il.+ trlz -2)ln1-(12 - 1)(f '+l'z - 1)v -11qzL

Let X and Y be the forces on the inner cylinder in

d:ff directions respectively. These are given by

X-iY:LR, f"o (r,.,- ir,.e)e-io cl7

where rr.,. otrd r,p oro the stresses evaluated at x:1,

(1 3)
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length of the column of fluid. Substituting the expressions for the
stresses, we obtain

X - i y - - azta L(p, + i p ze)[F/,, (l ) + 3f( I )l
- -atr9,L(F1+ip2?)(Ko*<rKr) (15)

where terms of order <a have be neglected. Separating the real andimaginary parts in (15), we obtain

v-  anaLlt,(,?2+l)
(,?':-l )-t),+1)tn)'

Y:1ngz 1[ 48pz pR'?, 4)2 I^). - )z I 1 4PR? )1 ]"Li;_-*3M' --=;- - =tii- 
|;a.ul tn tt - 141 -i

Thus, to the order a2, the force in the d:Q direction is linearly pro-
portional to p, while that in the 0:T direction may exist due to geo_
metrical and flow parameters only. 2

Further, it can be shown that the terms of the order ae will notaffect the expression for the foree x-iy. Thus, the linear effects willnot manifest themselves until terms of order aB are considered.

3. On-line Control

Rheometers which courd provide ,on Iine, control in inclustrial
processss should have to be located ideany in the process without affect-ing the basic flow. In the case of the eccentric-cylinder rheometer onervould thererore envisage a flow along the cylinders in addition to the
flow created by the rheometer itserf. However, this superimposed flowwill modify the forces x and, y. To demonstrate this, we consider a
constant pressure gradient g in the z-direction in addition to the situation
considered earlier. we assume a verocity and pressure distribution ofthe form

tt- c gF(x)eio, v : efx R, + ia(xf 1,leio

,r:si[R,p1, )+ iaG{x)eil f , o -rr* pRia,ll*, .r p,1*1+rftouiuf

The boundary conditions are

F:0, F:C, f:0, G:0 at x:ll
F:1, F':,., g:0, G:g, at x:),1

l
I
I

ii (t6)
Ij

1
)
(17)

(1 s;
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Substituting (17) in the equations of motion and equating the terms

dependent on z, 0 and independent of these to zero separately,

we get

r*U,t'l :s!1 = r, p':zPa(2v"*t') r' (19)

pr{x): xF - x',F' - :ri',F"',* 4xF")*(2P+ iE(NG +9'G') (20)

3xF, + xz F,, + 1 
1*z Ftn + 6xF,,, +3F,,- ?-O,)

42x

+ F z(\v' c -'P' G') - G + v) Etp' Gu * tP' G' * NG' - l v' G) :o (21 )

c+ t (a'+lo'-1c)-p'F+ 2fiEe"F' +(P-v)E(xF'1'!e':0 \22)
- {:\ 

'.t xz /

where

E:#fu,.p:T, ,:',f.
Here we have used the equation (20) in

equations (19) give

N()2-1)l-xz-l lnxl9{x): 4 ll,r l- n^l

p,1ry : /3N? 
fsr' - ttt' - D'H.* *F#f 1

The coupled equations (21) and (22) may now be solved for F
and G subject to the conditioirs (18). The equations are complicated

to be solved. However, assuming a small pressure gradient and

expanding F and G as power series in N as

r': 3 NiF1i1, c:3, yiGtit.
j=o J=O

We can easily conclude that Gtor:0 and F1'':0' This implies that F

is not affected unless the terms of order I{2 are considered'

The complex force X-iY is given bY

X - iY : andtl(p, + ilrrO)[F"'( 1) + 3F'(l)]

+ isng,z L(Zp r- p )9' (1) G' (1). (25)

We observe that the forces x and y depend upon the material

coefficient ,rz, also in this case. Since G(x) is complex in general' both

Y arrd Y are affected by the superimposed flow' However' if the

obtaining (21). The

(23)

(24)

1
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applied pressure gradient g is so small that its square is negligiblc, then
(25) will be identical to (15), and the forces will not be affected by the

superimposed flow.
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